
Jacobsen distinguishes several types of noun stems. Unrestricted nouns may be
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used without inflectional prefixes. Restricted nouns, mostly referring to body parts,

some plant parts, common artifacts, and affinal kinsmen, appear with either a

possessor prefix or the noun prefix d-. Possessed nouns, mostly consanguineal kin

terms, ahways appear with a possessor prefix. Attributive-possessed nouns, reciprocal

kin terms for descending generations, appear with possessor pronouns in the objective

case. Possessor prefixes distinguish first, second, and several third persons: 'one's

own', 'another's', 'another's (overtly identified)', and impersonate: g-dijal 'higjomi

house', i-dijal
'another's house', miku Tfifjal 'boy his-house' = 'the boy's house',

be<M^ Mrdfjal 'match iJi house' = 'matchbox'. Suffixes distinguish inclusive and

exclusive dual and plural: l-drjal-Si '1-house-iNCLUsivB.DUAL' = 'our (your and my)

house'. Other suffixes contribute meanings such as diminutive {def^g-iiA 'stone-cni'

= 'gravel'), defunctive {di'^Slel-urfU 'my Ms, mother's father'), 'discarded' (imlu-y4XL

*fnnd-discarded' = 'garbage'), and resultative (id'^-is^sL 'pine.nut-RKVLTATlvE' =

'gathered pine nuts'). Nouns may be reduplicated for plurality: waSi-Uw 'Washoes'.

Low numerals and quantifiers serve a kind of classificatory function (Jacobsen

1979e). Forms from the first set, such as IdJka? 'one' or mPk^ 'all' are applied to all

non-humans and, on occasion, humans as well. Jacobsen finds the form Idhi^ used

for a pipe, a duck, and even a woman. Forms from the second set, such as UkUifj

'one' or mS^lew 'all', are used only for persons or personified animal protagonists in

stories. Forms from the third set, such as Idiaij 'one' or niS^leij 'aU', are used for both

humans and non-humans to mean 'exactl/.

Six types of verb stems are distinguished: intransitive, transitive, double transitive,

dependent, neutral, and auxiliary. The first three may be inflected directly with

pronominal prefixes similar to those marking possessors on nouns (Jacobsen 1977):

ynUuyi 'I'm eating', mtl-Vgigabigi 'I'll see you', m-l-^tihi 'I might give yon this'.

Dependent verb stems are combined with instrumental prefixes before inflection.

Washo has an unusually rich set of instrumental prefixes, some of which are

themseWes derived (Jacobsen 1980c). The meanings they contribute would be

expressed by verb roots in many other languages: msl-dhad 'jiimping-across' = 'to

jump across'. They may pertain to motion, position, or appearance: 'by swimming',

'falling', 'flying/sliding^umping (of fish)', 'four-legged animals going in a group',

'invohdng buttocks', 'throwing', *wind blowing', 'liquid flowing/soldiers marching'; to

color, shape, or size: 'blue', 'flat*, 'thick'; to manners: 'by cutting', 'by hitting'.

Neutral stems must be combined with a prefix specifying transitivity (m- intransitive

or y- transitive) before inflection: mdSuyl 'she's washing', gayaSuyi 'she's washing it'.

There is no passive (Jacobsen 1979d). Auxiliaries follow main verbs, with meanings

like 'to pretend', 'to finish', 'to begin', 'to start out': emlu-mm. 'to pr^tgnd to eat'.

Partial reduplication of verb stems is common. Its function is to indicate plurality

of action. It may indicate the repeated action of a single actor or the simultaneous
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action of several working independentiy, and it may imply multiple patients: dMim
*to hide (transitive)', goMS^^* 'he's hiding things in different places'.

Various prefixes and suffixes appear with inflected verb stems. Among the prefixes

are a collective dual Qatpfycu *to sunbathe iQgsiha:'), a marker indicating a diffuse

or indefinite absolutive (jm-mdhm *to be cloudy'), a detransitivizer, and reflexive/

rec^ocal. Among the suffixes are directionals 'hither', 'hence', 'away to', 'going and
retumiftg', and 'returning'. Suffixes also distinguish a large number of tenses: recent

past, intermediate past, pluperfect, remembered past, distant past, near future,

intermediate future, and distant future. There are usitative and traditional aspect

markers, and various markers of mood and modality: negative, interrogative,

cvidentials (visual, auditive, inferential witii surprise), and subjunctive (supposition or
possibility in the future or contrary to fact in the past). Four final suffixes form finite

verbs: a redundant, indicating that the hearer ahready knows tiie information, an
optative indicating intent or expectation, an aorist (perfective) and an imperfective.

Constituent order is strictly SOV. Qauses are combined in several ways. Enclitics

meaning 'but', 'also', and 'just', which appear witii various lexical classes, can serve

this function: Idrjal^rjg, 'fcyj my house . . .', /^- =2a 'bat as for me . . .', '>fyewe^i'=ria,

lie went away but ...'. If there is a change of subject from one clause to the next, the

Iwitch-reference marker -S follows either the finite verb or a sentence connective:

M'su diLd?yai gipam '111 drive away tiie birds, and then you come!'

Headless relative clauses are common (Jacobsen 1998). They contain no relative

ipronouns and show no distinctive word order. They are formed by the suffixation of
ilarkers containing several parts. The relativizers begin with the imperfective -i. If tiie

relative clause differs from the matrix in subject, the switch-reference marker -f

ioUows. Next come suffixes descended from third person subject and object pronouns
|f-and^*.

[da?md?mo? da '>'&>'i:Q] pvnewa*>aJl,

woman tiiere 3-was-iMPERFECTivR.3siiRTFrT went out
*A woman who was there went outside.'

yd-ma?.[id'ia9 dd' ee-^el-i-S-ge] ,. ,,^..

heron tiiere was sitting-iMPERFEcnvR.swircH-SoBjRrr she spoke to
'She spoke to a heron who was sitting there.'

Adverbial clauses meaning 'where S' or 'and S' are formed with a similar construction
cvohdng historically from tiie imperfective suffix -i, the switch-subject suffix -f, and an
adverb dd- 'there': '^ipam-Ua. *he arrived there and . .

.' (with coreferent subject),

IdrfaWf'iMa Vhpyg I live' (with different subject).
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